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ABSTRACT

Electron-impurity relaxation time and the thermoelectric power (TEP) of quasi-two-

dimensional electron gas are calculated. Two cases are discussed: the isotropic spectrum and the

electronic topological transition (ETT) of the "neck-breaking" type. Methods of thermal diagram-

matic technique are used for the calculation. It is found that the TEP in the vicinity of the ETT

greatly exceeds its background value. The results of experimental investigations of the TEP in the

metal-oxide-semiconductor structures are compared with the predictions of the proposed theory.
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1.INTRODUCTION

Electronic topological transitions <ETT) have recently attracted

particular attention of both theoreticians and experimentalists.

Electronic characteristics of metals exhibit anomalies due to a

change in the Fermi surface topological properties [1,2]. The

electron kinetics anomalies of a metal undergoing the ETT are

discussed in [3,4]. A logical continuation of the ETT studies from

our point of view is the investigation of the ETT influence on the

electronic properties of the two-dimensional systems. Broad

possibilities of the ETT studies in two-dimensional inversion

layers were shown by Zavaritskii, Kvon and Suslov [5,6], It is

known that electronic concentration in the

metal-oxide-semiconductor {MOS) structures can be easily varied

during the investigation by applying a voltage between the gate

and the bulk of a semiconductor. In this case the two-dimensional

electron gas is formed in a thin (d * 5oA) layer close to the

surface [7]. To obtain the ETT at the comparatively small voltages

authors [5,6] ingeniously used sligtly skewed edge of Si crystal.

In this case a "superstructure" in the skew direction appears that

leads to Bragg reflection in this direction with the wave vectors

much less than the size of the Brillouin zone. It gave to the

authors a possibility to observe both the ETT corresponding to the

formation of the neck of a Fermi surface and to the formation of

the second Brillouin zone, i.e. the ETT with the formation of an

electron void. In the theoretical interpreting of the experimental

data [6] authors divided the thermoelectric power (TEP) of the

electron gas into the diffusion part and the part concerned with

phonon wind. For an investigation of singularities of the

diffusion TEP the Mott formula was used, but its correctness in

the vicinity of the ETT 1B not evident [8J. For the analysis of

the TEP concerned with the phonon wind the theory of



acoustoelectric effect [9] was applied, but the possibility of its

application to the ETT is also needed in the special investigation

[10].

In the present paper the electron-impurity relaxation time

and the thermal conductivity of quasi-two-dimensional electron gas

are calculated, first with the isotropic spectrum and then with

the spectrum that gives the possibility of the ETT of the

"neck-disruption" type. The methods of temperature diagrammatic

technique are used for the calculation. Gas is assumed to be

non-interacting and the electron scattering to occur on the

screened Coulomb centers (impurities). It is shown that it is

enough to carry out the correct consideration of the anomalies of

the electronic part of the TEP to achieve the qualitative

agreement between the theory and the experimental data, and there

is no necessity to take into account the TEP concerned with the

phonon wind for this agreement.

2. THE ELECTRON-IMPURITY RELAXATION TIME AND THE THERMOELECTRIC

POWER IN THE CASE OF THE ISOTROPIC SPECTRUM.

A. T h e e l e c t r o n - i m p u r i t y r e l a x a t i o n

t i m e . Following [11], let us consider the thin conductive film

(where size quantization is essential) in the region 0 s z a a ;

the potential centers we adopt to be distributed on the surface z

= 0 randomly and independently with area density n . The second

surface is assumed to be pure to simplify the problem. The energy

spectrum of electrons in the rectangular well approximation can be

described by

2m 2ma
(1)

(P (p ,p ) is the momentum in the plane {x,y); n is the number

of a size quantization level; here and below Ah - 1), and the

eigenfunctions of this system can be written as

•n(p)i,py) = (2/a)
vz exp (ixpx+ iypy) sin (nnz/a) . (2)

Let us use the temperature diagrammatic technique for the

calculation of kinetic properties. It is convenient to work in the

mixed representation (n,p,u ) , and the corresponding one-electron

Green function can be expressed as the Fourier transform:

a'0,' (P,i<O = -|- f G(0)(z,z'rp,iu, ) sin sin dz

2n*/= 6 , (iu - p /2m - it n /2ma +

of the conventional Green function

(3)

* (P -P #z')

where u = 2«T (k + 1/2) is the fermion Hatsubara frequency.

Let us restrict ourselves to the case when the whole electron

gas is being on the first level of the size quantization. This is

justified when the gap between the levels exceeds the Fermi

energy: c a l/ma2. Then n = n' = 1 ; level indices are dropped

below.

The electron scattering by impurities is necessarily to be

taken into account because of its important role in the

description of the kinetic properties of a thin film at low

temperatures [11]. Let us calculate the probability of the

scattering of conductivity electrons by screened Coulomb centers.



Following [11], we assume that in case when screening radius qg

is much less then the film width the screening is similar to that

in an infinite sample:

2
u(r) - (4)

(e is the static dielectric succeptibility). The sum of

inequalities cf < l/ma* and q"
1 « a leads to the relation qz/m »

ef. It can be satisfied in semimetals and semiconductors with low

carriers concentration (for example, q"1 * sA and m « a leads to

cf < 100 K). on Fig.la. In the calculation of the

electron-impurity relaxation time in the case when the effects

associated with the thermal spreading of the Fermi surface

predominate over the effects concerned with electron-impurity

scattering (TT » l) we can to limit ourselves to the diagram shown

on Fig.la. Indeed, it is easy to see that contributions from the

diagrams shown on Fig.lb are smaller by a factors (c^)"1 and

(TT)"1. The Green function in this case can be written in a form

G~1(p,iu.) = G(0) (p.iu ) •

2

2m
2ma

where the self-energy E(p,iu ) is defined as

:(p,i« ) = n 1— u(p-p
k "J (2K)

 !
U(prp)

(5)

(6)

where ns is the area density of impurities.After the analytical

continuation of Z(iwk) into the upper half plane of the complex

frequency (by a simple substitution iw -> u) one can obtain

:"(P,U) = n *—
J (2s) L> + ji +

u(p2-p)

p /2m - K /2na + is sign a

where

"(P)
8 it

1 I

ea (qj

C7)

(8)

After substitution of (8) into (7) and carrying out the

integration we obtain

Im (u)

0 , fc>

pV\

u (qg/2m -

(9)

(we have introduced eo = \L - w
2/2wa?).

Let us introduce the relaxation time T^ =

(2nzmn. (4nez/EaJq*)2)"1. We have taken qfl as the upper limit in

the integral over the modulus of momenta because it determines the

largest scale of energies in the system in accordance with the

relation q^/m » cf. Having in mind that the frequency range w « T

(where Re l" (u) •» T ' 1 ) is essential for the TEP calculation we may

also neglect in the pure case (TT » 1) by Re r"(u) in comparison

with u.

B. T h e r m o e l e c t r i c c o e f f i c i e n t . In the

microscopic approach the kinetic coefficients from the generalized

transport equations

(10)

- - T

(where E is the electric field; 17T is the temperature gradient; j

is the current density q is the heat flow, <r is the conductivity
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tensor; and tensors p l k and P u characterize the heat conducting

and thermoelectric properties of a metal) can be expressed through

correlators of one-electron temperature Green functions 112,13],

The thermoelectric coefficient p(k that is concerned with the

thermoelectric power can be graphically represented by a diagram on

Fig.2. The vertex functions of this diagram rj*' = e 3c(p)/apt =

ev, and jr'h> * iu vt correspond respectively to interaction of an
1 j n J

electron with the electromagnetic field and to heat flux. The

averaging of this diagram over the location of impurities is

carried out by common method [14] and gives the averaging of the

Green functions. So the correlator K'^'tfl^) can be written as

KU 2T I I P>

where CJ is the external boson frequency. After the transformation

the sums over frequencies into the contour integrals and analytic

continuation of correlators into the upper half plane of complex

frequency as usual (id - 0) one can obtain

-liin
n-o

(as before, we have limited ourselves with the term corresponding

t o n - 1), Substituting (5), (9) to (12) and carrying out the

integration we obtain

6. (13)

p is turned out to be proportional to T as in the three-dimensional

isotropic case.

3. ELECTRON-IMPURITY RELAXATION TIME AND THE THERMOELECTRIC POWER

IN THE CASE OF ELECTRONIC TOPOLOGICAL TRANSITION.

We simulate the ETT in a thin film by a "neck-disruption"

model as in a three-dimensional case [8]. In this model the Fermi

surface topology transformation is described as a hyperbole

(Fig.3):

- p2/2m + p!/2m - M - E - irJ/2m a2 = fi (14)
* X ¥ V c *

where E is the critical value of the chemical potential
c

corresponding the ETT at T = 0 and in absence of the impurity

scattering of electrons. (Only the first size quantization level

is considered again). But unlike the three-dimensional case a new

symmetry of the system to the simultaneous change of an electron

liquid to a hole one and change of a sign of A appears. As it is

shown below, this fact affects dramatically the shape of TEP

anomalies. At i - 0 the hyperbole degenerates into two straight

lines. The ETT takes place in the vicinity of this point [8].

In the model under consideration the energy spectrum of electrons

is written in a form

E(P,,Py)
2m

E
2m 2m

- A

(15)y i « y

As we have made in the Sec.2, let us write the bare Green function

of an electron in a form

,~. ^ ? -1
(16)



The Green function averaged over impurities positions get

a form

where

r d-p 1
"t> = n ~u(p-p ) -

•J (2,)' z i«k -1- A + p ^ /2m. - p!/2m

(17)

(18)

When introducing (8) into (18) and again limiting the

integration over dp by q we obtain

I m In (19)

where x is defined by (9),as before, where m is replaced by

Let us note that expression (19) strongly differs from that

one in the isotropic case (9). It can be seen that the spectrum

(15) causes logarithmic dependence instead of (9), and when (u +

A) -* 0 then Im £*(u) -• -«>. As in the isotropic case, Re r"(u) can

be omitted by the renormalization of (i •

Let us calculate the thermoelectric coefficient in vicinity of

the ETT. Introducing (17) into the general expression (12), we

obtain

(20)

Substituting here the explicit expression for £*(u) ana

carrying out the integration over momentum, we obtain

ting x dx (In

where bacKground value of thermoelectric coefficient Po is defined

by expression (15). The last term is small in the whole range A

<|A[ « co) (compare (23)-(24)).

First let us note that it can be seen from (21) that p*"*(&) =

-|3ltn"(-A). This fact is connected with the already mentioned

symmetry of the expression for s*ing to the simultaneous change

of carriers sign and a sign of A. Let us study the

asymptotics of the dependence p*1ng(A) in two limits. (We shall

assume A > 0 having in mind the above-mentioned symmetry). For this

purpose it is convenient to re-write (21) as

sing

2ir' X + A/2T
. -

- A/2T

(22)

1). A » T (A region far from the ETT). In this case due to

the fast convergency of the integral in (22) it is possible to

expand the difference of the inverse logarithmes over 2Tx/A and

one can find

fm" 1
(23)

2 ) . A t T (The direct vicinity of the ETT). Here the integral

(22) can be written as a sum of two integrals: the first between

the limits 0 and j and the second between the limits r and »,

where f is some parameter (A/2T c 7 c 1). In the first integral we

can replace ch2x by the unity and it happens to be of the order

10
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of In (4c /A) , The integrand function in the second integral

may be expanded over Ax/T and subsequent integration gives value

-^- ln^(2co/T). So in the first order over A/T we obtain

nx 0 - 2 _ 2
ln'(2E()/T)

(24)

The results of numerical calculation of $*int(A)/P0 according

to (21} are shown on Fig, 4.

4. DISCUSSION

In the present investigation of the TEP in the vicinity of

the ETT in quasi-two-dimensional electronic structures we have

made some assumptions that are worth of a special discussion.

First, a model of the infinitely deep rectangular well was

used for a description of an electron motion transverse

quantization, and this gave a possibility to simplify considerably

eigenfunctions of conductivity electrons (2). In real MOS and

heterostructures this well is nearly triangular, and Airy function

must be used as electron transverse eigenfunction [7]. It is

believed, nevertheless, that the structure of eigenfunction in

transverse direction must not considerably affect on longitudinal

kinetics of one-level electron system.

Second, three-dimensional screened electron potential was

used for electron-impurity scattering description [11]. In fact

this means that the electron system is divided to two sub-systems:

electrons screening Coulomb centers and electrons taking part in

the transport. This assumptions is thought to be valid because our

11

purpose in the present paper is to discuss.TEP anomalies concerned

with the ETT and the main limitation on scattering potential is

its short-range behaviour (r « q'1). A detail expression for the

potential is important to compare theory with experimental results

[15]. Moreover, the pre-history of a sample plays an important

role in real experimental studies on kinetics. Following the

standard methods, first experimentators apply voltage to a gate of

MOS structure and then cool a sample. In this case Coulomb centers

screening is carried out mostly by three-dimensional electrons

that localize near this centers and do not more take part in

transport.'

Third, the essential point in investigation of thin MOS

structures is surface potential fluctuations in the dielectric

layer present [16]. We have considered a thin conductive film in

vacuum and ignored the effects that are specific for MOS

structures.

Finally, limitations on film thickness (a » q"1) and on

conductivity electron concentration in it (ĉ  < fth2/2ma2) that are

necessary for validity of present investigation can be satisfied

in semiconductive and semimetallic samples.

In spite of these assumptions, results for the TEP in the

vicinity of the ETT in the given two-dimensional system are in a

good accordance with experimental data [6]. A form of curves Q(T)

and Q (V ) gave a possibility to conclude that curves shown on

'Authors are grateful to S.G.Semenchinsky for drawing their

attention to this point.

12



Fig.5 at the temperature T = 0.45 K correspond only to diffusion

part of the TEP. (Note that the results in [6] are presented as a

dependence EW"'(V), where E is an electric field and W is a heat

flux. Because W « -VT, the curve shows the TEP dependence with an

inverse sign). At the left part of the figure W is directed along

the superlattice, in the part one is directed transverse. It can

be easily noted that in both cases anomalies A and B are observed

at the same values of Ns(V3). They correspond to a neck and a void

formation respectively. Unfortunately a proximity of these two

types of the ETT complicate an analysis of experimental results.

Nevertheless it is seen on Fig.5 that anomaly A consists of a

maximum and a minimum in accordance with (21). A phenomenon of

anisotropy of the TEP in a MOS structure and in a superlattice was

explained previously [3,17]; here we want to note that this

anomaly tends to be less clear with temperature growth in

accordance with (24). Asymmetry of the TEP anomaly between ETTs A

and B is probably concerned with a joint effect of this ETTs on

the conductivity electron kinetics.

Let us compare the obtained results with the theoretical

conclusions of [6]. Authors in [6] from the beginning restrict

themselves to a condition T/e -• 0. This limitation is quite

correct when understood as T « cf. But in fact one more energy

occurs in the system - a proximity to the ETT 4 (Ac in [6]). The

cases T < A and T > a must be separated (see (23), (24)). The

authors of [6] did not carry this out because they thought T not

depending on w. This approximation, as it was shown in [4,8],

automatically leads to a loss of the direct vicinity of the ETT.

13

As a result they did not taken into account a case A < T and had

to use other mechanisms for explanation of the experimental

results, although this explanation can be given, in fact, by

thorough(tonsideration of the electron system TEP close to the ETT.

In the case i > T explanation given in [6] is correct and our

expression (23) is identical to the corresponding result in [6].
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

F i g . l . The diagrams for one-electron Green function in the presence

of impurity s ca t t e r i ng .

Fig.2. Topological transition of the neck-disruption type: a:fi >0,

b:fi < 0 .

Fig.3. The correlator of exact one-electron Green functions which

determines the thermoelectric coefficient.

Fig.4. Results of numerical calculation P'^Ve,, as a function of

4/2T; eo = 100T (a); eQ = 500T (b) .

Fig.5. Experimental measurements [6] of thermoelectric power vs

concentration N(: A: the ETT of "neck formation" type, B:

the ETT of "void formation" type. The left set of curves

corresponds to the heat flux along a superlattice; the

right one corresponds to the transverse heat flux.
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